
Education is very important, giving children the knowledge and skills that they will need to move forward in life. Skills like 
reading, writing, critical thinking, decision making and being independent. From an early age they are like little sponges 
soaking up the world around them, be it at home, school, even just walking around their community and discussing what they 
see, and all children learn in different ways and at different speeds. 

Whilst by certain ages they should have learned specific things and be meeting the age required targets, no two kids are the 
same. All children learn at their own pace; some will be at the expected age levels, some will be ahead and some will be 
behind. For those who are slightly behind, with a bit of intervention at school and at home, many will have little jumps and get 
to the stages they should to be at. 

We send our children to school to get a good education, but a child’s education can’t just be left to schools and their teachers; 
they learn just as much and home. There are plenty of educational toys, games, books and websites that can help you support 
and further your child’s educational in their own home, a lot of which are fun, entertaining and see children learning without 
knowing that they are. 

Children will perform better at school when their families take an interest in their education and do things at home to 
supplement and support what they are being taught at school. So, no matter what stage your children are at, whether they 
are hitting their targets or not quite getting there, supporting them in their learning can only help them to achieve more. It is 
never too late to get involved with their education and you may even learn some new things yourself – phonics was a system I 
had never used until a few years ago, and despite my initial reservations, I found it to be a fantastic system which really works. 
I only wish I had learnt it sooner. 

To support your child at school: 

• Speak to your child’s teachers and see where they are at and what you can do at home to support them. 

• Have realistic expectations and avoid putting your child under pressure. 

• Let them develop at their own pace and consult with their teacher if there are any concerns. 

• Rather than criticising them if they are getting something wrong, modify your language to give feedback rather than 
criticism, e.g. saying ‘that didn’t seem to quite work, how else could we do it?’ instead of ‘you got it wrong again’. 
Negative criticism will put kids off and see them lose interest, whereas working with them and giving positive reassurance 
will go a long way. Positive feedback and support from their parent(s)/carers will help them think about where they went 
wrong and how they can fix it, (encouraging independence) rather than feeling like a failure if constantly receiving 
negative comments. 

 
If your child is really struggling at school then speak to your child’s teacher and even the SENco; it could be that a simple 
change at school or home may help, or it might mean they might need more specialist intervention, but they won ’t get the 
help if your ignore the problem. 

• Listen to the professionals, take their advice onboard and work with them rather than against them. 

• Work with the school and the teachers, rather than just leaving them to it. 

• Meet your child’s teachers and teaching assistants. 

• Get to know who’s who at your child’s school, such as headteacher, receptionist/office manager, SENCO etc, they all play 
an important role. 

• Attend any parents’ evenings to keep in touch with your child’s teacher and find out how your child is doing and if they 
need any extra support or input at home. 

• Ask for extra support if you think your child may need it. 

• If your child has homework, make sure that it gets done – even if you don’t agree with how much they get. 

• Keep up to date with school newsletters and their website and be aware of school policies (they can usually be found on 
the school website) as they can be quite useful. 
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Support their education by reading to them for at least ten minutes per night – and when they are able, get them to read to 
you. Most importantly, read together! 

Use games that support maths, phonics and science. There are some great tabletop games to help with this and not only will 
they not only help with learning, they are great fun too. We loved using the Junior Learning Word Families literacy game which 
supports phonics, word building, reading and helps to increase vocabulary whilst also encouraging team play, turn taking and 
patience. 

Whilst we all try to limit screen time, computer skills are a necessity and children do need to learn to use them responsibly. If 
you are giving your child a tablet, laptop or phone to use, there are plenty of fun and educational apps around. We 
found Reading Eggs and the free Maths Chase website to be of particular use, and lots of fun to boot. 

• Demonstrate a positive attitude to education, school and learning. 

• Monitor television, video game and Internet use – children learn a lot through play and socialising with their friends 
rather than staring at a screen. Screens do have their place, just in moderation. 

• Talk with your child as this will help not only with language skills but listening and social skills. 

• Encourage your child to read – reading is the single most important thing that you can do to help the child to succeed in 
school and life – reading is the key to lifelong learning. 

• Inspire your child to use the library by using it yourself – libraries are underused and under threat of closures, but they 
contain a wealth of knowledge and don’t cost anything to use. 

• Promote active learning – encourage them to ask questions and get involved. 

• Encourage outdoor pursuits, sports, visits to the museum – they all hold educational value. 
 
Learning just isn’t all about studying from books! Children learn best from fun activities, where they can learn, enjoy 
themselves and have quality family time as well. 

You can do an awful lot to support your child’s education, and to help you with some ideas we have been trying out some 
books, games, toys, science kits, dig kits from National Geographic  and even a coding robot, all of which can help support 
education in a fun way. 
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Hot Wires Electronics Set Review 

Kids spend around six hours of their day at school. Some even come 
home with homework and spend more time learning. That is all good 
and kids should be encouraged to learn as much as possible, especially 
as their brains are like sponges. However, you don’t want to overload 
them and want them to play and have fun when at home. But why does 
playing and having fun mean that they can’t still be learning at the same 
time. We love educational toys and games in our house, especially ones 
everyone can join in with and where the kids can learn something new 
without knowing it. 

At the moment, the biggest educational toy seems to be coding toys and 
I must admit we do have some. But whilst coding is important for kids to 

learn, and it will just get bigger and bigger, we can’t all be coders and kids need to learn other things. When I was growing up 
electronics kits were the all rage but could be quite tricky with stripping wires and soldering to circuit boards. So when we 
were asked to try out the Hot Wires Electronics Set from John Adams we were delighted to give it a go. 

The Hot Wires set is vastly different from the electronics sets that I remember. Hot Wires is all plug and play, no wires to strip 
or solder, just snap the components together to build your circuit. The snap together components make is so much easier for 
little hands to build fully working circuits independently. The Hot Wires set allows you to create circuits such as a lie detector, 
burglar alarm, spinning disk and plenty more. 

The Hot Wires electronics set is a 67-piece set and comes with over 100 experiments and circuits to build involving light, 
sound and movement, supporting the National Curriculum. It is supplied with a 54-page full colour book of instructions to help 
build the circuits. Suitable for children ages 8+, it will help supplement what they learn at school. 

On opening the box, it was a delight to see that all the pieces where so well laid out. All the components are fitted into their 
individual slots so that you can see at a glance what pieces you have. It is a comprehensive kit with capacitors, resistors, 
transistors, diodes, bulbs, LEDs, IC units and more. With the box laid out as it is, you can see that all the components are there 
so when packing away you can easily make sure that you haven’t left anything out. The book also gives you a full list, with 
pictures, of each component and how many of each piece. All components are colour coded and numbered so that you can 
clearly match to the diagrams in the book. 

With plenty of experiments in the book, 112 in total, there are plenty to go at. As it was the first foray into electronics for the 
kids we, of course, started at the beginning (although I did want to make a lie detector or burglar alarm). Four AA batteries, 
not supplied, are needed to power the circuits so we made sure we had a fresh pack before starting. 

The first experiment is Making a Simple Circuit. This is something I do remember from school – using a switch to turn on/off a 
small light bulb. All the components are ‘snapped’ on to a plastic board (supplied) and then the components snapped onto 
each other. The kids found this easy to do and followed the simple illustrated picture diagram quite easily. By building a simple 
circuit and using the information in the book it shows how electricity flows and how opening or closing a circuit will give a 
result, in this case turning on or off the light. 

As we have been working our way through the book, the experiments get slowly more complicated adding in resistors of 
varying strengths, different types of switches and sensors and even sounds. The favourite experiment the kids have completed 
so far is experiment 3 where they power a spinning disc causing it to fly up in the air. 

As the book continues the experiments become more than simple circuits with the addition of sound IC units for burglar 
alarms and lie detectors (requires moisture on a sensor) and light sensitive photo resistor. Will this kit you can even create 
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logic circuits, introducing binary and how computers work. I am really 
impressed with as how you progress through the book the experiments 
get more challenging, adding in new components and more complicated 
designs. The sees circuits go from a switch to circuits activated by touch, 
noise, water and light giving results in sirens, flashing lights, flying discs 
and even sound effects. 

Understanding electronics is a vital part of children’s scientific education 
but this set teaches more than that. It also helps with problem solving, 
critical and logic thinking when something doesn’t work as it should – 
where did we go wrong and what can we do to fix it. It also teaches 
patience, being meticulous, how to read and follow diagrams and 

instructions, and having a clear thought process. 

Overall, the Hot Wires Electronics Set is an excellent kit. The snap together pieces are the perfect introduction in electronics. It 
removes the frustration of wire stripping and soldering or twisting bare wires onto boards and components. It will give 
children the basic tools to understand how circuits and electricity work in simple form, giving them the confidence to move up 
to using printed circuit boards and the delicate components to build a real circuit board. 

The entire set is just quality. The components feel tough and durable, and are not flimsy so will stand up to being snapped 
together and unsnapped for a long time. 

The experiments in the book are really fun and do encourage children to learn in a fun way. With making Morse Code 
generators, simple radio sets, flashing lamps etc. there is a lot to do and enjoy. I have loved helping the kids with the 
experiments and, I must admit, to doing a few whilst they haven’t been around (it is quite interesting and you’re never too old 
to learn). 

If you want to help further your children’s education at home then Hot Wires is the perfect set to encourage their scientific 
learning. Who knows, you may just find that you have a budding electrical engineer in the house. 

Definitely worth 5 stars for ease of use, quality, durability, educational and fun value.  

Rating: 5/5 

RRP: £49.99 

For more information, visit www.johnadams.co.uk. Available to buy from Amazon here. 
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National Geographic Dig Kits Review 

We have just got rid of Storm Ciara and Storm Dennis. February half 
term has been a washout with the continuation of wind and rain. This 
has meant that we have tended to stay indoors. 

We try to limit screen time in our house, keeping the kids off the Xbox, 
television and their phones, we prefer the kids to enjoy being kids by 
playing. Playing could be with their toys, reading a book, drawing and 
crafts or playing of board games as a family. Just because it is break from 
school doesn’t mean children’s education should be forgotten. We also 
like them to try something fun, but educational so that they are still 

learning and expanding their minds, but without being in a formal classroom setting. Learning something new without 
knowing you are learning, and enjoying what you are doing is the best way to learn (at least, I think so anyway). 

This half term we were sent some dig kits from National Geographic, a well-known and respected leader in science, nature, 
conservation and the environment. The kits are suitable for children aged 8 years +. We received the Dino Fossil Dig Kit, Real 
Bug Dig Kit and the Shark Tooth Dig Kit. 

The dig kits all coming nicely packed in an appealing cardboard box, giving the would-be excavator an exciting glimpse of what 
they will find inside. The are all STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Maths) products promoting the science aspect. All 
the dig kits also contain very information learning guides (for me, this is the best part as they are packed with really good 
information). 

Each Dig Kit contains: 

• Dig Brick 

• 3 Specimens 

• 2 Excavation Tools 

• Magnifying Glass 

• Learning Guide 
 
The first kit we sat down to do (with 10 and 7 year olds) was the Dino Fossil Dig Kit. Everyone loves dinosaurs and with a kit 
that has genuine dinosaur fossil specimens inside, it was always going to be first choice.  

The dino dig brick is a terracotta-coloured plaster-type brick about the size of the palm of an adult hand. It has an image of T-
Rex on the front, it looks really impressive. On first impression, it looks quite small. Once you start using it you can see that it 
is about the right size for the three specimens that are buried within it (any bigger and I think the kids would get bored 
digging). 

It comes with a plastic pick/scraper for digging into the brick and a brush to sweep away the debris. Once you have found your 
fossil, it also has a small magnifying glass so that you can examine your specimen in detail. 

The plaster brick feels quite solid but is soft enough to dig into using the pick. We did have a bit of problem occasionally when 
digging, but a drop of water left to soak in solved the issue. 

Digging into the brick requires patience as you don’t want to go in to hard so that you damage the specimen. The kids loved 
slowly cutting away pieces of the brick to slowly reveal their fossils, the howls of excitement when the first fossil was earthed 
was deafening. After they found all three – Mosasaur Tooth, Dino Poop and Dino Bone, we soaked them in water to dissolve 
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any brick residue left and to get them nice and clean. They now sit 
proudly on a bedroom shelf. 

Once the specimens were found and cleaned, the fun is not over. With 
each kit a learning guide is supplied that is packed with information. The 
kids loved reading about how fossils are formed and what they can tell 
us, and liked reading about “The Bone Wars”. 

Next we picked up the Shark Tooth Dig Kit. The kit contains the same 
pieces as the dino kit, except that the dig brick is blue and features a 

shark head coming out of the waves. As with the Dino kit, digging to find the genuine fossil specimens hidden within is done in 
the same way. As the kids were now aware of what to do, they set off on their shark tooth excavation. It wasn ’t too long 
before they uncovered the tooth of a Crow Shark, an Otodus Shark and a Sand Tiger. 

As with the previous kit, it also came with a learning guide that the kids loved reading. They love all the interesting facts. The 
guide is only 10 pages long, but it is packed with information on shark sizes (from 6 inches to a massive 40ft) and shark myths 
and facts. 

The final kit we tried was the Real Bug Dig Kit. This is a sand-coloured brick with an image of a black scorpion on the front. As 
with the other kits, this also contains 3 genuine bug specimens – Scorpion, Fortune Beetle and Spiny Spider. These are in a 
resin bubble rather than being fossilised. 

This learning guide is also packed with interesting facts about bugs and insects. Did you know that one of every four animal 
species on Earth is a beetle? 

These digs take about 20-30 minutes each to complete and the kids absolutely loved them. I think any longer they would get 
bored and give up if they weren’t finding anything too quickly. They have been designed to be the perfect size and the length 
of excavation time I think is just right. 

Between dig time and reading the learning guides, the kits probably takes an hour each. The specimens and guides are 
something that can always be gone back to. 

The learning guides are an excellent resource packed with valuable information and accompany the excavated specimens 
perfectly. They are quite short but very informative and a good length to provide children with some excellent knowledge. 

These kits are an excellent fun and educational. Perfect for spend rainy days, whilst improving your knowledge base visually 
and academically. 

Excellent kits that entertain, educate and will leave kids with a sense of achievement when they have finished.  

Rating: 5/5 

RRP: £9.99 each 
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Mission to Mars Review 

Helping to support your child’s education at home is something that we 
all can, and should, do. This doesn’t mean that you have to sit down with 
textbooks and work through problems with a pen and paper. There are 
plenty of fun and educational toys and games on the market that can 
help children learn whilst having fun. When looking for fun educational 
items, we can all find plenty of fun things to help with phonics, reading, 
writing, maths etc. but fun science toys and games are a bit harder to 
come across. We recently had great fun with the Gross Science Thinking 
Time science kit so were delighted to be try out the Mission to Mars kit. 
It means that the kids can try something fun during half term and learn 
something new and different. 

The Mission to Mars kit, from John Adams, lets kids explore life on the 
red planet. It is an activity kit suitable for children 8 years +, under adult 
supervision. It contains 5 fun activities relating to the planet Mars. 

 

In the box is: 

• Mars Scene (plastic tray) 

• Parachute Sheet 

• Thread 

• Plastic sprue containing Mars Rover and meteor parts 

• Sand 

• Iron fillings 

• Rocket and Base 

• Green Screen Card (requires app to use) 

• Goggles 

• Instructions 
 
The kit comes with five different experiments that inquisitive children can do. It enables them to learn about scientific 
principles whilst playing and having fun. This kit comes with nearly everything that you need to complete the experiments but  
you will need a few household objects. Extra items needed are: 

• Salt 

• Water 

• Spoon (not a good one from the cutlery drawer) 

• Scissors 

• Calculator 

• Stopwatch 

• Soluble Vitamin C tablet 

• A willing volunteer 
 
Before we started, we all sat down together to read the instructions and safety advice in the instruction leaflet. The 
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information contained is clear and concise, very easy for all of us to 
understand. This leaflet also contains some facts about Mars that got the 
children more excited before we began – did you know that a year on 
Mars in 687 Earth days? 

After reading the instructions and taking heed off all the safety 
information we were ready to begin. We decided to work through the 
experiments in order as laid out in the leaflet. The first experiment we 
attempted was Creating Martian Soil. This will take a few days to 
complete as it turns the sand into the rusty red surface of Mars. 

Experiment 1: Creating Martian Soil 

The creation of Martian Soil is easy to complete using sand, iron fillings, 
salt and water. We added the sand to the Martian Scene plastic tray. 
Poured the iron fillings on top of the sand and stirred with an old spoon. 
After that, we added salt (1 teaspoon) into 450ml of water, we stirred 

until the salt dissolved and then poured a small amount on to the sand (just enough to get the sand wet, but NOT cover it). For 
now, our little experiment was over as we had to wait for oxidisation to occur. The sand has to be stirred every day and some 
more of the salt water solution added if the sand is drying out. Kids are impatient and kept checking every few hours to see if 
anything was happening. 

On the third day, the kids were super excited as oxidisation had occurred and we were left with a deep rusty red soil in our 
tray. 

This experiment teaches about oxidisation, rust and what gives Mars its red colour. A good example in the leaflet to explain 
the effects of oxidisation to children is leaving your bike outside in all weathers and how it starts to get rusty. 

The kids were delighted that the first experiment was completed (and the one that took the most time for results). They were 
fascinated with how the sand changed colour. 

Experiment 2: Land Your Mars Rover 

We then decided it was time to move onto the next experiment. Like all scientists with an interest in Mars, we had to land our 
Mars Rover on the newly created red soil. 

For this we had to assemble the plastic Mars Rover by pushing the pieces together. We also had to cut out the parachute 
designs and cut 8 lengths of thread (4x 200mm and 4x 300mm). When we had our parachutes and thread cut to size, the 
thread had to tied to the parachutes (this can be a bit fiddly so adult help may be required). The Mars Rover is then tied on to 
the parachute. 

The next part will need an adult on hand as it involves standing on a chair to launch the parachute. 

With me supporting the chair, one of the children stood on it and starting with the smallest parachute dropped it to the 
ground. Doesn’t sound like much does it? This is a maths problem, so the experiment needs to be timed from release to 
landing and repeated a few things and then asking the kids to work out the average freefall time. The same is repeated with 
the larger parachute. Once the experiments are completed and the average freefall times collected, the children can then see 
which parachute gives the softest landing. 
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This experiments teaches maths in the form of averages, teaches how to 
work out the average on a calculator (or on paper if you want to go old 
school as we did), it teaches about gravity, surface mass, resistance and 
speed. What looks like a really basic experiment actually gives a lot of 
information for the children to process. 

Experiment 3: Create Craters 

After a break for lunch, the kids were still wanting to continue with their 
science experiments. The third experiment is to create craters in the 
Martian Soil. 

We had to remove the meteor pieces from the sprue and push the 
matching halves together, creating 2 meteors. 

This experiment is very easily to do and was the least favourite. For this, 
drop the meteor onto the Martian Soil and press in to create a crater. 

This experiment teaches about force and impact, showing the results in the form of a crater in the soil.  

Experiment 4: Launch a Rocket 

This was the experiment that the kids were chomping at the bit to try. As we had already read the instructions and were 
prepared, I had already gone out and bought some soluble Vitamin C tablets. 

For this, we had to fill the top of the rocket (red part) with 2 teaspoons of cold tap water. We cut the vitamin tablet in half and 
dropped it in to the water and very quickly attached the base of the rocket (grey). The rocket is the placed the right way up 
and we stood back. 

For a minute or two nothing happens while the acid in the vitamin tablet reacts with the water. Then it went off with a bang 
and flew into the ceiling. The kids squealed with delight and despite hitting the ceiling, the sturdy rocket was still intact  
although we did have water and vitamin tablet everywhere (might be best to do this outside). The rocket can achieve a height 
of approx. 5 meters. 

This experiment will teach about propulsion, in the case the water and acid in the vitamin tablet reacting together to create a 
gas that builds up in the rocket causing it to lift off (with some force). 

Experiment 5: Augmented Reality Scenery 

The last experiment is Augmented Reality Scenery and requires a phone or tablet and an app. Unfortunately, the Android 
version of the app wasn’t available at the time of us using it. We were able to borrow and iPhone (iOS) to try it out with. 

The Mission to Mars FX app is free to download and is used with the Green Screen Card that slots onto the back of the Mars 
Scene plastic tray. Once the app is downloaded and installed, on opening you are greeted with 2 options – Greenscreen or No 
Greenscreen. 

Greenscreen is used with the Greenscreen card and you have four different options to use (meteor and planet scenes). When 
you point your phone or tablet at the greensceen, the screen option you select is overlayed on the image of the green card on 
the screen allowing you to create your own Mars scene and record your own videos. 
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When no greenscreen is used you have the same four scene options with 
spinning planets and a rocketship that you can move, you cannot record 
this as a video. 

This experiment is for creating your own videos, setting scenes and using 
your imagination to make your own film. The kids have spent ages with 
this, recording the Mars Rover on the Martian Soil, dropping in the Mars 
Rover parachute and launching their rocket, creating their own mini 
stories which they can record and play back. 

Overall, the kids loved this fantastic kit, although the crater making 
wasn’t of that much interest to them. The rocket was definitely the 
highlight followed by the augmented reality. Taking away the initial 
three days for the soil to turn red, we spent a good few hours with the 
kit. The augmented reality will add a good few more. 

Even after the experiments are completed, the kids continue to ask 
questions – some that I know the answer to and others we have to Google (although we are using this to learn how to do 
internet searches and research information). 

I would really recommend Mission to Mars as a fantastic activity. It is also fun and educational –  sparking an interest in Mars, 
space and general science (hopefully this is something they will keep up). 

Mission to Mars is an excellent set to support education at home without making the kids feel like that they are in a 
classroom. 

Rating: 5/5 

RRP: £12.99 

For more information, visit www.johnadams.co.uk. 
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Gross Science: Thinking Time Review 

We have now started February half term so the kids are off school for a 
week. That means that we now have a week to fill and trying to find fun 
activities to do. With two weekends of dreadful storms, outside play is 
pretty much out of the question. So for the most part we will be staying 
at home. 

Just because the kids are off school doesn’t mean that their education 
has to stop. Children can learn a lot at home with the aid of fun and 
educational games and activity kits. Education is a very important thing 
not just a child’s life, but also in adults. We are always constantly 
learning, whether it is a new recipe, how to program your latest device 
or learning new words in the latest book you are reading. Children spend 
a lot of time in school learning new things in a structured way, but is that 
enough? 

No it isn’t! Children also need to learn at home to supplement what they are learning in school and to learn things that that 
haven’t been already been taught. The most important thing that parents and carers can do is read to/with your children for a 
least 10 minutes per day, but reading alone is not enough. Maths, English and Science are needed just as much at home. 

John Adams have an excellent science range to help children learn about science in different forms and we were delighted to 
received Thinking Time – a clock powered by brain chemistry! 

Thinking Time is a science kit that powers a digital clock using a brain and chemistry. 

In the box is: 

• Brain segments (x4) 

• Bungs (x4) 

• Zinc Rods (x4) 

• Copper electrodes (x4) 

• Connection Wires (x4) 

• Clock 

• Clock housing (front, back & buttons) 

• Instructions 
 
Thinking Time comes in kit form and needs assembling to create the time piece. The kids couldn’t wait to get started. As it is 
the brain that powers the clock (housing the water required to create the electricity to power the clock), this needs the four 
pieces slotting together. Once slotted together each section filled with cold water. A bung is then inserted into each brain 
section. The clock is then assembled into the clock housing along with the buttons. 

Once the brain and clock are assembled, separate the wires, zinc and copper rods. You then thread the wire thorough one end 
of the zinc rod (silver) and twist it on and the connect the other end of the wire in the same way to one of the copper rods 
(copper). Repeat this process on two more of the zinc and copper rods (leaving one zinc and one copper rod). On the 
remaining two rods, thread the black wire from the clock onto the zinc rod and the red wire onto the copper rod making sure 
both ends of the wire are twisted on. 

Now that the brain was assembled, filled with water along with the wires, clock and rods connected all we had to do was 
(Continued on page 12) 
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insert them in to the pink coloured brain and wait for the water to 
create a reaction and generate electricity to power the clock. To do 
this we had to push the zinc and copper rods through the slots on 
the bungs (the rods can easily bend so be be very gentle) into of each 
brain segment and place the clock housing on top of the brain. When 
pushing the rods through, make sure that they do not touch each 
other inside the brain segment. 

Once all the rods are pushed into the brain and into the water, the 
display on the clock comes on. You can then set the time and date on 
the clock by using the two push buttons. 

Overall, Thinking Time is an excellent kit to show how electricity is 
made and can power things. It is a fantastic introduction to 
conductivity and electrical current for children which shows their 
results with the aid of a clock. It shows how when zinc and copper 
rods are placed in water, a chemical reaction will occur and how 

negatively charged particles (electrons) move from zinc to copper to form an electrical current using water and therefore 
powering the clock. When the kids see the result it leads to lots more questions on how things work. 

Once the questions start, the instruction leaflet will come in handy. You can use it to tell them how each section of the bra in 
(cell) is around 1 volt and that combined create a 4 cell, 4 volt battery. Once a device, in this case the clock, is connected, the 
circuit is completed and power is generated. 

It took between 30 to 45 minutes to complete and the kids were over the moon with the finished result. The threading of the 
wires can be a little tricky for youngsters or anyone that is not quite so dexterous. Adult supervision is definitely required. 

We all loved Thinking Time, it was a fun activity to do as a family with plenty of educational benefits. 

Rating: 5/5 

RRP: £12.99 

For more information, visit www.johnadams.co.uk. 
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Artie 3000 Coding Robot Review 

Education is the most important thing children, and adults, have that 
can improve their lives. But when delivered in a “by the book” fashion it 
can become boring and therefore uninteresting, switching the children 
off, and also their parents. 

I believe education should be fun. Children should be able to absorb all 
that knowledge in an engaging way, whether that is just from a brilliant 
teacher who understands her kids or with fun and stimulating 
educational toys and games (and hopefully both!). 

Learning Resources are a fantastic website that offer some excellent 
learning toys, games and resources for parents, teachers and of course, 

the children. Looking through their website, there is a plethora of items that I love the idea of and was very lucky to be asked 
the review Artie 3000 – the coding/drawing robot! 

With technology a bit thing and pretty much involved in all our daily lives, kids need to learn how to use it, understand it and 
know how it works. Behind all digital technology is software, and teaching kids how to code from a young age is a good thing,  
but it can be quite boring. 

That’s where Artie 3000 comes in. This little robot teaches children to code in a fun way and then draws their results on to 
paper so they can actually see and hold their results. I think this is a really fun way of teaching a subject that can possibly be 
quite dry. After all, all kids like to draw. 

Artie 3000 will help children develop Left-brain skills such as basic programming, geometry and maths as they control Artie 
and Right-brain skills such as creativity, imagination and expression as they develop patterns and drawing. 

Most learning toys on the market are aimed at younger children, so it is great to see one aimed at older children and one that 
will have a practical use later in life with coding becoming more and more prevalent, especially with more and more 
companies wanting web developers, game designers etc… 

So what is Artie 3000? 

Artie is a cute little WiFi-enabled programmable robot to introduce the basics of coding (my girlfriend thinks that it looks like 
an owl, hence the name Artie after Artemis the wise owl, rather than his name coming from drawing art). He draws a picture 
following the code written by the user, using its own Artie UI programming language. As you become more practiced and 
confident you can also use Blockly (a Google language, an alternative to Scratch that is used in schools), JavaScript, Python and 
Snap!. 

It comes with some pre-programmed designs, shapes, and games using Artie UI so that children can firstly see what Artie is 
capable of and secondly to show how the code works so that children can edit or create their own.  

Artie is an excellent learning tool for reluctant learners. It is good for STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics) and STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, the Arts and Mathematics) as not only is it visual but it 
encourages critical thinking, problem solving, creativity skills and imagination. The children get to see the immediate outcome 
of their work. And because Artie is so smart, he has an honorary Mensa card. 

Artie makes learning accessible for kids that don’t want to learn – especially children with the attitude of “I can’t do it” when 
in practice they can if they get engaged with the subject. 
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The last time I did any coding was many years ago with the old DOS 
QBASIC, so this was going to be as much of a learning experience for me 
as well as the kids. 

So, what’s in the box? 

• Artie 3000 Wi-Fi-enabled robot 

• Marker-parker alignment tool 

• 4 different coloured washable marker pens 

• 3 activity cards 

• Quick start guide 
 
Additional items required are 4xAA batteries and some paper. You can even use your own felt tip pens (always use washable 
ones). 

Artie 3000 is a Wi-Fi enabled programmable robot. While it has Wi-Fi, you DO NOT need an internet connection to use it as it 
has its own built-in Wi-Fi server. As well as an educational coding tool it can also be used a remote control robot toy. It has 
built-in coding apps that can be accessed through your browser once a Wi-Fi connection to Artie has been established. It has 
360-degree movement, going backwards/forwards, left/right and spins in any direction. 

Setting Up 

Artie 3000 is very easy to setup. You will require 4x AA batteries and a screwdriver. Just unscrew the flap on the back of Artie, 
install the batteries and screw the flap back into place. Place the Marker-parker in the slot on underneath Artie, this is to align 
the pen. Lift the flap on Artie’s head and insert the felt tip pen into the hole, pushing down until the tip touches the Marker-
parker. Switch on and close the flap on his head. Remove the Marker-parker and place Artie in the centre on an A4 piece of 
paper. 

Now you need to connect your laptop or tablet (it will work on a phone, but the screen size will make it difficult to use – a 
laptop or tablet with a much bigger screen is highly recommended). On your computer or tablet, open the network 
connections and select “Artie” and connect (this is an open local network so no password is required). You should now be 
connected (you will have no connection to the internet at the point). 

How to Use 

Once Artie is connected to your computer, you need to run the software to be able to use him. This is very easy – no need to 
install any software or make any changes to your computer. Open up your favourite browser and go to: 
local.codewithartie.com. This will access the software within Artie and load up the programming page. 

Before you rush into getting Artie to draw your designs, I recommend calibrating him first. Don’t worry, this is quite simple but 
might take a few attempts. Click the menu button (looks like four dots in a square shape) and select Calibrate Artie. Follow the 
onscreen instructions to get Artie in perfect drawing order (when calibrating the circle it may take 3 or 4 goes for Artie to be 
fully calibrated). This should only take a minute or two. Once done, hit the back button to return to the programming screen.  

From the menu button again, make sure you select Artie UI. This is the basic programming language and the easiest to 
understand and grasp for beginners. From here you have a blank screen, you can either create your own code by dragging 
functions from the left to the working space or use a pre-programmed design (I suggest doing this first so that you can see 
how the code works, which will help you code your own after). The are a few pre-programmed codes to use for Art, Games 
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and Shapes so that you can test out Artie, see how he moves, responds 
and draw and then from this you can see the code, see how it functions 
and then try to design your own. Your own designs will take some trial 
and error, but once you see how the code is working from moving left to 
right, turning, pen up and down etc… you will be able to create your 
own working designs. 

Once you have seen how the code works from the pre-programmed 
ones, Artie comes with 3 activity cards for you to code – easy (draw a 
square), medium (draw a mandala) and hard (draw a Tic-Tac-Toe grid). 
On the front on the card is a picture of the item and instructions to draw 
it by finding it on the menu. On the reverse are the instructions to code 
it yourself (dragging the items onto the screen and inputting the 

relevant numbers). 

The Artie UI is very basic and easy to understand, and once mastered you can move up to Blockly and on through the other 
languages such as JavaScript, where you will be actually typing out code (a very useful skill to learn). We are using Artie UI and 
Blockly for now and are having great fun as well as interactive learning – from each program we write we can run it and see it 
draw on paper or can simulate it first to see how it will work, and then try to work how to fix any errors or make 
improvements. A great way to get the brain cells working with some logical thinking.  

When you want a break from coding, Artie has 2 other functions: Point and Click and Remote Control. 

Point and Click allows you to free draw, for example writing your name. You do exactly what it says – point and click on the 
screen in small increments to free draw, no programming needed. 

Remote Control again is exactly what it says it is, you can use Artie as a remote control toy. While learning is fun, you do also 
need a break from time to time to relax and play. With Remote Control you can move Artie around the room just like a remote 
control toy (just make sure the pen is up or out as you don’t want lines all over the floor). 

Overall, Artie 3000 is a fantastic piece of kit to encourage children to learn coding and is excellent for encouraging reluctant 
learners as they can see the immediate results of their work, all alongside a cool looking robot. It is great for concentration 
and logical thinking as well as the creative side in designing the code and the images produced.  

While aimed at children 7-12 years, I think it is great as a starting point for anybody to lean coding, I’m enjoying it as much as 
the kids are. 

It is well put together and sturdy, easy to setup and use – the hardest part it figuring out how complicated you want your code 
and want programming language that you want to use. 

This is a very educational learning tool that would be perfect for schools and home learning. I thoroughly recommend it. A 
very worthwhile use of screen time, and lots of fun as well. 

Rating: 5/5 

RRP: £69 

For more information or to buy visit www.learningresources.co.uk. 
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Junior Learning Word Families Review 

With the school holidays over and young children back in school, their 
education will be moving up a level, especially ones going into Nursery, 
Reception or Year One. Reading is something that is essential to their 
overall education. I know when I was at school we didn’t hear the words 
phonics, phonemes, diagraphs or blending etc. but they are now 
essential to developing reading and language skills, and from my first-
hand experience, phonics is an excellent system that works extremely 
well. 

Now for a lot of children hearing the words school, learning and 
education can sound boring, but it doesn’t have to be – word and 
phonics games can be lots of fun, enabling you to learn through play and 
are also a good source of family time as well. 

Junior Learning offer some great learning games that not only teach and educate but are great for all the family to interact 
with, which also means that the children are being taught more than just the object of the game (i.e. phonics), but they also 
learn things like social skills, listening skills, turn taking and manners among other things. For this review, Junior Learning 
kindly sent us Word Families – an interactive literacy game for the whole family! 

Word Families is made up of 74 colour-coded lowercase letter tiles that can be joined, broken down and rearranged into many 
different combinations. Identify different word endings, words with similar sounds, and words with similar spellings in order to 
build new words and beat your family and friends. 

It is a game of making three to five letter words, for children aged 5 year + (but if they have been learning phonics in 
Reception 4 years should be able to play). It comes with colour-coded tiles with lowercase letters, some coloured blue and 
some red and the idea is to join two tiles together (a red and a blue) and create a word. 

There are 7 different ways to play Word Families: 

• Take Your Tile – all the tiles all placed face down and each player takes it in turn to collect a tile a then try to create a 
word, if they can’t it moves on to the next player. Whoever has the most words once all the tiles are gone is the winner.  

• Take Your Tiles Extra Challenge Rules – same as above except every time a player collects a new tile they have to try and 
rearrange their words to make a new word. 

• Tiles In The Middle – all the tiles are placed face down in the middle and the starting player turns over a tile. Each round a 

player turns over a tile and then has to try and create a word out of the tiles with the letter showing. 

• Tiles In The Middle Extra Challenge Rules – same as above but when a new tile is turned over the player has to use it to 
rearrange one of their words (similar to Take Your Tiles Extra Challenge Rules). 

• Steal – using the rules for Take Your Tile once a player collects a new tile he can then break another players word to 
create a new one and steal that word (placing the spare tile back in the middle, face up). 

• Starting Five – all tiles are placed face down in the middle and each player selects five tiles each, the game is then 
continued using the Tiles In The Middle rules. 

• Deal Them All – al the tiles all divided equally among the players. The players then race to create to the most words using 
their tiles. The player with the most words is the winner. 

 
Overall, we love Word Families. It not only teaches word recognition, but children have to put their phonics skills to work by 
blending the letters and sounding out new words. Not only are they learning new words but increasing their vocabulary at the 
same time. 
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The rules are very simple to understand and it is very easy to play. The 
tiles are made from plastic and feel very durable. The red and blue 
pieces slide together and clip into place (they also come apart easy, so 
good for the younger members of the family too). 

In the box is also a double-sided card with words that are acceptable so 
there can be no cheating as the word created can be looked up on the 
card if needed. 

This is an excellent fun game that they whole family can take part in. 
Once a new word is made, the child can then use their phonics skills to 
tell you what the word is and if they know the meaning. If they don’t 
know the meaning then a discussion can be had as to what that word 
means and how it is used. 

We have had great fun playing it. With different ways of playing and endless word combinations it is a game that will last a 
long time, especially as the pieces are plastic and are very durable (although over time the clips may wear down from 
constantly being put together and pulled apart). 

At £19.99, I think this is fantastic value – not just for the educational value, but for the fun factor and family time as well. The 
perfect game to support your children’s education and supplement what they are learning at school. 

Rating: 5/5 

RRP: £19.99 

Available to buy from juniorlearning.co.uk. 
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EasyRead Time Teacher (ertt) Watch Review 

Being able to tell the time is a very important skill to learn, after all you 
need to know what time it is to make sure you get up on time, get to 
school, work and appointments on time and generally be aware of when 
things are happening. 

We have a 10-year-old in the house who is having a struggle learning to 
tell the time, a lot of it is down to confidence, and while she has been 
working on it over the summer holidays she was delighted when she 
received the EasyRead Time Teacher Watch (ertt). 

The ertt watch is a watch that has been specifically designed to help 
children learn to learn the time (clocks are also available). The watches 
are available in two different formats: Past & To and 24 hour and a 
variety of colours, so will appeal to boys and girls alike. The watch face 
isn’t too small and easy to read so children will have no problems 

looking at the numbers. The strap is easily removed so can easily be replaced – ertt have replacements on their website so 
replacement straps can be purchased and children can have different colours to suit different outfits. 

We let her look through the website to pick her own watch as she is the one that will be wearing it so should be something 
she likes. She chose a watch with a purple strap and rainbow face in the Past & To style. 

The watch comes complete with a guide, to teach the wearer the ertt teaching system. Basically, the watch looks mostly like a  
standard watch, except the face is divided into two halves: the first half of the dial is colour-coded as green for ‘past the hour’, 
and the second half is purple and means ‘to the hour’. In addition to the normal twelve numbers on the dial, there is a second 
run of numbers around the very outer edge of the watch. On the first half, these count from 0-30, then on the second half, 
they count back the other way back to zero. This means that to tell the time, all the child has to do is read the ‘time sentence’. 
So in the example below, the child would read the number at the end of the long hand (8), say which side of the face the 
minutes hand is on (minutes to), then say the number that the little hand is pointing to (2), so they would say “eight minutes 
to two”. 

Happy with the watch once it arrived, we explained the concept of how the Past & To segments of the watch worked and she 
picked it up very easily. While her confidence is not the greatest when having to learn something new, the watch is really 
helping. The concept is simple, and she is now able to work out the time by sight rather than now using the colours, including 
minutes rather that just the quarter of an hour. 

While this watch is aimed at children 4 years plus, it doesn’t look babyish and the construction is excellent. With it’s bright, 
clear face and colourful removable strap it is perfect for any age child starting their journey of telling the time. 

In just under a week she has gone from having no confidence and saying “I can’t do it”, to being able to time the time quite 
accurately in minutes to and past the hour. So for an outlay of just under £20 it is a fantastic investment – there is even a 
waterproof version available for under £30, plus clocks, games and classroom resources! 

This is a fantastic concept for children learning to tell the time or struggling just to grasp the concept, it actually works and 
quickly. It’s not expensive and its also a fashion accessory that children will like wearing. 

Definitely worthy of 5 stars and a valuable educational tool. 

Rating: 5/5 | RRP: £19.96 | For more information or to buy visit www.easyreadtimeteacher.com. 
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Oregon Scientific SmartGlobe Myth Review 

Children’s education is very important in our house, as it should be in 
every household. We have lots of educational items, including books and 
toys, covering a variety of subjects. One of the twins seems more 
academical than the other and just loves to learn, he is like a little 
sponge, especially anything to do with numbers, reading, the human 
body and more recently countries of the world. When the Oregon 
Scientific SmartGlobe Myth arrived for review he was delighted, and it 
sparked an interest in his brother too. 

So what is the Oregon Scientific SmartGlobe Myth? It is more than just a 
rotating globe that shows the countries of the world, it is so much more! 
It is also STEM approved (Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Mathematics). 

The Oregon Scientific SmartGlobe Myth is a 2 in 1 globe with 2 modes; 
Day and Night. It shows Earth by day, showing the countries and oceans and turns into a constellation globe at night, 
overlaying the constellations over the Earth. 

Day Mode shows political boundaries, oceans, country names and capital cities. Night Mode shows an illuminated star map 
showing 88 constellations, turning the globe into an impressive room decoration and night light.  

As a globe it is doing everything it needs to, but this one goes further! It also features 3D Augmented Reality (a smartphone or 
tablet is required to use this, the app can be downloaded for free from the Apple Store and Google Play), and features extra 
information such as landscape, animals, landmarks, weather dinosaurs and a quiz. 

Along with the very education 3D Augmented Reality it also has Earth facts and 12 Constellation myths stories so that children 
can learn more about their world and universe. And if that wasn’t enough it also comes with Audio Stories which features 10 
fairy tales; Hansel and Gretel, Rumpelstiltskin, 3 Little Pigs, Rapunzel, Little Red Riding Hood, The Three Bears, Jack and the 
Beanstalk, The Ugly Duckling, Princess and the Pea and The Gingerbread Man. 

The globe measures 251 x 232 x 307mm, so is quite large. It is very detailed and finding the country names, capital cities and 
the constellations in night mode is easy and clear. It spins quite smoothly and freely on its axis. 

To access the night light/constellation globe, stories and facts is very easy. On the base of the globe are the buttons to turn 
on/off and relevant buttons for what option you want; for example, if you wanted to hear a story at bedtime you just press 
the fairy tales button and use the arrow keys to cycle through the stories (there is also a pause button should it be required). 
The sound is very clear (although it is in an American accent). 

The night light/constellation globe has 3 brightness levels; you press the brightness button 1, 2 or 3 times to cycle to the level 
of brightness required. 

Overall, this is a great fun and educational learning tool. The boys love it as they are learning where other countries are, and 
this is helping them greatly. While they have no need for a night light, they do like putting it on at bedtime and seeing the 
constellations. They do also like listening to the facts and occasionally the stories (they prefer to read at bedtime, which is 
much better than having a story read to them). 

My only small negative about this globe is the size of the app for the 3D Augmented Reality, it is very large at 765mb so will 
take a fair amount of space on your phone or tablet but it does contain lots of information, making the globe much more 
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interactive and more educational as they can learn about things within 
the country they are looking at. 

A very cool, great quality educational tool that would look great in any 
child’s bedroom and will help them learn more about the world we live 
in. A globe with an encyclopaedia (when using the augmented reality). 

Requires 3xAA batteries. Can also be powered by USB (adapter not 
supplied). 

Rating: 5/5 

RRP: £39.99 

For more information or to buy visit www.oregonscientific.co.uk. 
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Junior Learning Letters & Sounds Fiction Library Review 

With 5-year-old twin boys that require additional help with phonics and 
reading I am always looking for fun and educational items to use with them. 

As we love books in our house, I decided that, among other things, books 
would be a good way to help them and I was lucky enough to be sent some 
books from Junior Learning to help with phonics and reading skills. We 
received the phases 1-4 (there are 6 phases available) from the fiction range of 
the Letters & Sounds Fiction Library (a non-fiction version is also available). 

Each book and phase has been specifically written for the progression of 
Letters and Sounds, teaching emergent readers letters and phonics sounds to more confident readers to read on their own.  

As mentioned earlier, we received Phases 1-4: 

Phase 1: Pre-reader that covers Phonemic Awareness. These are shared reading books so they are read to the children for 
them to be able to hear and identity letter sounds (phoneme sounds). This phase is Book Band Pink (Emergent) / Guided 
Reading A / Reading Level 1. 

Contains 12 titles; Day on the Farm, Where Do I Live?, A Day at the Beach, My Family, Breakfast Time at Home, Playtime with 
Friends, Traffic Jam, At the Park, Mud Puddles, First Day at School, Riding My Bike and Jump, Jump. 

These 8 page books focus on letters; i.e. P is for Pig, W is for Wet etc. and are illustrated with bright colours so that the words 
used can also be visualised. 

Phase 2: Letter Sounds covering Blending. This phase of books starts with CVC words (consonant, vowel, consonant) such as 
cat, pat, sat, decodable regular words for this level, moving on to tricky words (words that are not decodable by children at 
this phase, i.e. the, to, into etc.) using the first 21 letter sounds. This phase is Book Band Red (Early 1) / Guided Reading C / 
Reading Level 3. 

Contains 12 titles; Pat, Tap, Sat, A Man in a Pit, A Cat on Top, A Rack in a Sack, His Big Leg, Bug is Boss, Rat up a Hill, Sad Dad, 
Fun in the Sun, Get to the Log Hut, Run Rabbit, Run! and A Bag of Nuts. 

Books 11 & 12 are revision books covering what was learned in the previous titles and again illustrated well to accompany the 
text. While starting off with CVC words that are repetitive rhyming words they build up into longer sentence structures. 

Phase 3: Phonics covering the next 22 letter sound, decodable regular words (according to the week by week progression of 
Letters and Sounds) and tricky words. This phase is Book Band Red (Early 1) / Guided Reading C / Reading Level 3.  

Contains 12 titles: A Cat in a Jet, Buzz the Fox, A Fish on a Ship, A Thin Moth, A Sheep in a Jeep, Zig and Zag, Food at the Zoo, 
Hoot the Owl, I Park My Car, Baba the Bear, Farmer Ted and Into the Woods. 

Phase 4: Blends introduces 38 different adjacent consonants (blends), decodable regular words (according to the week by 
week progression of Letters and Sounds) and tricky words. This phase is Book Band Yellow (Early 2) / Guided Reading D / 
Reading Level 5. 

Contains 12 titles: Camp at the Pond, A Nest is Lost, The Bedroom Helper, Frog in a Tree, Blast Off!, Milk in a Glass, Clown 
Dents a Spoon, Can You See The Stars?, Skunk Smells Bad, Crunch, Munch!, Spring Storms and Gretel and the Grunch. 
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Overall, these are a great series of short books (8 pages each) to introduce 
children to letter sounds, phonics, blending and decoding words (regular and 
tricky words) with the aim to help children read independently. 

For parents/carers all the books have what letters/sounds each book covers 
on the cover and inside front cover and the word count for each book in the 
back. 

They are all beautifully illustrated in bright and vibrant colours, illustrated by 
Anna Evans, and accompany the text, written by Anna Kirschberg, very well. 

While some are easier for children to read than others, there are a number that feature words that children would be 
unfamiliar with so do teach them to sound out and decode words rather than knowing the words by sight. 

The twins are at slightly different levels from each other, with one having more interest in learning, but both are progressing 
well with these books in conjunction with their school books and other reading scheme books we use. 

As the back of each book has the book banding colour, reading level and guided reading level they can quite easily be used 
with other reading schemes to keep them in line with each other. 

At £19.99 per phase, you may consider them expensive, but I think they are great value. It only equates to £1.67 per book as 
there are 12 in each phase and if helps a child learn to read is a bargain, especially as I believe being able to read from a young 
age improves every aspect of education and understanding (£1.39 each if you buy the full set of phases 1-6 as a complete 
library of 72 books). 

Teaching your children to read is an important skill to learn and these books are a good start. 

Rating: 5/5 

RRP: £19.99 (each phase) / £99.99 (complete set phase1-6) 

For more information or to buy visit juniorlearning.co.uk. 
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Lacing Letters: Letters & Sounds Review 

Education is very important to me, so any toys and games that can help 
improve and further children’s learning and developmental skills in a fun 
way are a must. Learning Resources recently sent me their Lacing 
Letters: Letters & Sounds (Phases Two & Three) set to try with 5-year-old 
twin boys. Both boys require a little bit of extra help with phonics, word 
formation, reading and one requires extra support with fine motor skills 
and dexterity to help with pencil grip so these letters cover both aspects. 
The letters help with phonics, word building & formation and reading 
while the lacing of the letters helps with fine motor skills and dexterity 
so should help overall with pencil grip etc. 

The Lacing Letters tub is supplied with 200 pieces – with all the grapheme’s taught, including single, double and triple letters 
(i.e. s, a, t, p, ck, ff, ll, zz, ear, igh, ure etc.). The letters are approx. 2.5cm high and are colour coded orange (phase two) and 
purple (phase three). The set also comes with 12 laces (approx. 29”/74cm in length). There are four of each single, double and 
triple sounds to make the set. All can be packed away neatly back into the plastic tub with resealable lid.  

We have been using these for a few weeks now and I think these letters are excellent. The boys have been using the letters to 
spell out their names and words they know as well as trying to spell words they don’t know by sounding the correct phonemes 
and finding the correct letters. Having to thread each letter on a lace is also help with fine motor skills and dexterity. 

 

As the boys are at different levels, one twin uses all the letters while the other is using just the phase two letters (it is very easy 
to separate them as they are different colours). 

The tub also comes with a small activity guide to make spelling much more fun by allowing them to play games and structure 
the play a bit better, very helpful for parents and carers. We also play it by adding a word to a lace and seeing it the boys can 
build a rhyming word on their laces (one twin loves rhyming words so this is great for him).  

The Learning Resources Lacing Letters set is an excellent set to help parents, carers or teachers to teach children firstly the 
alphabet and phonics, followed by blending, word building and spelling. They are also great for fine motor skills and dexterity. 
The pieces are solid plastic and are very durable so will last. 

This is an excellent quality, durable set. A great way to support a child’s learning and supplement what they are learning at 
school. With a retail price of under £22 it is value money and will last. 

Rating: 5/5 

RRP: £21.60 

Available to buy from www.learningresources.co.uk. 
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Hot Dots Let’s Learn! Jolly Phonics Set Review 

During the school holidays, I am trying to help the children, 5-year-old 
twins, with their education and have bought a variety of different 
learning toys, games and books. One of these items is the Hot Dots Let’s 
Learn! Jolly Phonics Set. 

The Hot Dots Let’s Learn! Jolly Phonics Set, aimed at children from 3-7 
years old, has 3 interactive books (Letter Sounds, First Words and 
Vowels) with 192 self-checking activities to help learn and improve 
reading and writing with Jolly Phonics. The set I bought also comes 
supplied with the Inky Mouse Talking Pen, this is required to use with the 
books. You can buy the pen and books separately as well as other books. 

The idea of this system is very simple, each book is illustrated and has 
three black dots under each picture. So, to begin with, using book 1, the 
idea is to identify the beginning, medial and final sounds in words with 
questions such as: 

What is the sound at the start of the word? It would show a picture of a snake with the letters d, s and k underneath the 
picture. The child then has to push their pen onto the correct dot. With the Inky Mouse Talking Pen, one ear lights up green if 
correct, while the other ear lights up red if incorrect. In addition to coloured ears, Inky talks with phrases like “That’s right”, 
“Well done”, “Great” and “Hooray” when the correct dot is pressed. If the wrong dot is pressed it says phrases like “Oh dear”, 
“Oops”, “Try again” and “Uh-oh”. 

As you work through the book it will then ask what sound is at the end of the word and finally what sound is in the middle of  
the word. The book doesn’t read the questions or words for you so you do have to sit with the children and read the questions 
and get them to sound out the word in the picture for themselves. 

Book 2 focuses on words; read simple words using the main letter sounds taught in Jolly Phonics. The child has to match the 
word to the picture by pressing the correct dot, encouraging them to sound out the word and blend them together. 

Book 3 focuses on vowels; practise vowel sounds and their alternative spellings. Again, you have to match the correct word to 
the picture by getting the vowel sound correct, e.g. ay or ai for words like rain. 

I think this is an excellent system, very easy to use and the kids love it. As I wasn’t taught phonics or taught to read in this way 
it is new to me so I’m learning along with the boys. As they progress through these activity books more advanced books can be 
purchased (tricky words, consonant blends, longer words and phrases & sentences). 

With 32 pages per book and 192 activities (64 questions per book) it provides hours of learning in a fun way. The spiral-bound 
books are durable and wipe clean. The pen sounds can be turned off so just the flashing ears tell you if you have the right or 
wrong answer or you can sound, words or a mix of both (can be selected using the buttons on the front of the pen).  

Once the boys have worked through the 3 books included in this set I will definitely be purchasing more books as I think it is a 
fantastic system. More pens can also be purchased; the original pen, Ace the Talking, Teaching Dog Pen and Inky Mouse 
Talking Pen. 

Highly educational, fun and no screen time involved! 

Rating: 5/5 | RRP: £22 | For more information or to buy visit www.learningresources.co.uk. 
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Learning Resources Lights and Sounds Buzzers Review 

We are now into the long 6-weeks summer holidays, kids off school and 
having to find things for them to do and keep them entertained. While it is a 
school holiday I still want the boys (5-year-old twins) to be learning things, 
but in a way that is fun, entertaining and most of all educational! 

As they are slightly behind the older children in their class we have been 
trying lots of different ways to help with reading, phonics, speech & 
language etc. and have a number of fun games ad books to help. When I was 
asked to review the Lights and Sounds Buzzers from Learning Resources I 

couldn’t see what benefit they would be to their education, but sounded like fun. 

There are four buzzers supplied in the box. Each buzzer measures approximately 9cm (3.5”) in diameter and each is a different 
colour; blue, green, red and yellow. Each buzzer requires 2xAAA batteries to work (not supplied). Each buzzer has 4 non-slip 
feet so they stay firmly on the table (especially when little heavy hands are involved). When pressed each buzzer lights up in 
its own colour and each has its very own unique sound; buzzer, charge, laser and siren. 

I said earlier that I couldn’t see the educational value of a buzzer, but it didn’t take learn to find out how, in conjunction with 
their learning toys and games, these buzzers couldn’t be used as a fun educational aid. As part of the boys’ speech and 
language therapy part of it is to listen, focus and learn to take turns while playing. These buzzers are perfect for that.  

One of the games we have used the buzzers most with is Orchard Toys Shopping List, this is a game that was recommended by 
SALT to encourage vocabulary and turn taking. The buzzers have been great in enabling both boys to concentrate on the game 
(a memory game where the winner is the first to fill their shopping trolley) by pressing the buzzer when it is their turn. They 
love the fact the buzzer lights up and makes a loud sound so they know whose turn it is. 

I have also used it with their phonics books and flashcards, they each have a buzzer and when asked a question about a sound 
or word from the book the first to press gets to answer, this engages them more than just asking a question. 

We have been using the buzzers and home for a couple of weeks and they are fantastic. I can also see how they could be put 
to use in the classroom at school, they would be invaluable for tests and quizzes. 

We love these buzzers. Easy to press, have their own colour and sound and can have so many uses. They do require 8xAAA 
batteries, which could start keeping expensive if used a lot so I would recommend investing in some rechargeable batteries 
and a battery charger. 

The Learning Resources Lights and Sounds Buzzers are a fantastic, yet simple idea that can help liven up education, games and 
any other activity you can think of where  to put them to use. 

Recommended for ages 4-8 years, but I think they are far longer reach than this and older children, teens and adults can find 
plenty of uses for them. 

Rating: 5/5 

RRP: £19.45 

Available to buy from www.learningresources.co.uk. 
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Smart Games Little Red Riding Hood Deluxe Review 

I love toys that inspire and educate as well as being fun and playable so 
when I received the Little Red Riding Hood Deluxe game from Smart 
Games I couldn’t immediately see the value of it and was a little 
disappointed. 

Smart Games create logic puzzles for one player for children aged 3+, 
teens and adults. They have turned two well-known fairytales, Little Red 
Riding Hood and Three Little Piggies, into puzzle games that are suitable 

for children aged 3 years +. We received Little Red Riding Hood, which is suitable for 4-7 year olds. I would be attempting to 
test it out with 4 year old twin boys. 

So what is Smart Games Little Red Riding Hood? It is a game for 1 player, has 48 challenges (from Starter to Master) and each  
challenge only has 1 solution. 

In the box there is; 1x Playing Board, 5x Puzzle Pieces with Roads, 2x Figures (Little Red Riding Hood and a Wolf), 3x Trees, 1x 
House, 1x Challenge Booklet, 1x Picture Book and 1x Game Rules. 

The idea behind the puzzle is to arrange the pieces on the board to get Little Red Riding Hood safely to the house. Sounds 
simple enough, and the board is small so shouldn’t take long. There are 2 ways to play, with or without the Wolf (if playing 
with the wolf you need to create 2 paths to get both into the house). There are 24 challenges for just Little Red Riding Hood 
and another 24 if playing with the wolf as well (a total of 48 challenges; Starter, Junior, Expert and Master). 

So time to play and solve the puzzle. As I said at the start of the review I was a little disappointed as I couldn ’t see the kids 
would like it as it seemed too easy. I couldn’t have been more wrong! 

To start, pick a challenge from the book and lay out the trees, house and figure(s) as per the picture (you may have to lay out 
the board for younger children). You then have to use the puzzle pieces to create a path to the door of Grandma’s house (one 
for Little Red and another for the Wolf – if you are playing with both figures). It sounds very easy but don’t be fooled, some 
are quite complicated and require logical thinking and observation skills. If you get stuck the solutions are on the back of the 
challenge page you are trying to do. Depending on the puzzle you may or may not have to use all the pieces to complete the 
puzzle. 

Overall, once I read through the game rules I realised that this game is indeed very smart, challenging, educational and fun! 
Each of the 48 challenges will only have 1 solution and you really do have to use your brain to figure out how to place the 
pieces building the paths you need. It helps develop cognitive skills – spatial insight, planning, problem solving, concentration 
and visual perception. I found some of the puzzles quite challenging, never mind the twins! 

As I said, I was using it with 4 year old twins and one just likes to play with the pieces and building the roads without quite 
understanding that he has to create a flowing path to the house (although by watching his brother he is getting the idea), 
while the other one seems to have grasped the concept straight away and has already been working on some of the master 
levels (he does love his puzzles and figuring out things). 

So, despite my initial reaction Smart Games Little Red Riding Hood Deluxe I would say it is a very impressive educational puzzle 
game that will challenge children’s minds while having fun. It has a retail price of £19.99, which when you consider the 
amount of challenges and getting young children’s brains to think logically it is definitely worth the money. 

Rating: 5/5 | RRP: £19.99 | Available to buy from Amazon here. 
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I CAN Chatting with Children Review 

I am helping 3 year old twin boys with the speech and language 
development and have been using resources from I CAN, the children’s 
communication charity. I have already watched the Chatter Matters DVD 
(a very helpful DVD for parents and carers offering lots of advice) and 
have been using the Ready Steady Talk activity book which the boys 
love. So now on to the third resource I received from the wonderful 
people at I CAN, Chatting with Children – an activity box of cards 
developed by Kate Freeman (a qualified Speech and Language Therapist 
with over 15 years experience). 

The Chatting with Children set comes in a hardback 
box and contains 30 durable activity cards split up in to five categories; 

• Listening and Attention (Colour coded Green) 

• Understanding what is said (Colour coded Brown) 

• Listening and using new words (Colour coded Blue) 

• Speaking in sentences (Colour coded Orange) 

• Talking socially (Colour coded Red) 
 
It also comes with a 12 page top tips and planning guide for parents and practitioners. 
 
So as with the Ready Steady Talk book we have been using the Chatting with Children cards encourage talking through 
interaction and play making it fun for all involved. The cards are aimed at children between 3 and 5 years old. 
 
We have been using the cards for a couple of weeks now and both boys love the different activities incorporating the cards in  
to their playtime and as with the Ready Steady Talk I find the nursery rhymes and song activities the most successful as 
repetition is definitely helping them learn more words and using them for the most part in the correct context, it is also great 
for their memory and they have even been adapting the rhymes for themselves, so for example their 5 cheeky monkeys book 
now seems to incorporate their names when singing it. 

The cards also have some great illustrations on them that the boys love going through. 

Each day we have been doing activities from a different colour coded card; so for example: 

The green Listening and attention cards encourage children to listen for a sound and find the object that makes the sound, 
whether that’s a picture in a book or a object in the room (i.e. ringing phone), naming the animal from the noise it makes etc… 

The brown Understanding what is said cards encourage children to follow instructions, so for example tidying up after 
playtime, building a tower, guessing games, starting with one word instructions and building up to longer sentences with 2 or 
3 instructions to follow. 

The blue Learning and using new words cards are for playing vocabulary games and introducing new words into their 
language using rhyming and naming objects. 

The orange Speaking in sentences cards encourage children to speak in longer sentences which is something we are struggling 
with at the moment. They are happy with the nursery rhymes and singing of songs but when actually chatting only speak in 
very short sentences of mostly 3 or 4 words (sometimes the sentences are a bit longer). We are using their story books for 
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these activities and trying to encourage them to add into the story. 

The red Talking socially cards encourage children to engage in a 
conversation and mime can be a big part of these (which the boys love, 
guessing the actions performed such as brushing teeth, mopping the 
floor etc.). 

With the use of these cards and the Ready Steady Talk book the boy’s 
speech is slowly improving and they are talking more (especially while 
playing together) and they are both definitely more chatty, especially 
first thing in the morning once they are fully awake. And more so, they 
are having fun and enjoying the games. 

So overall I would have to say that the Chatting with Children cards are a big hit and with no right or wrong way to follow the 
instructions on the cards they are very easily adapted to suit your child’s needs and can be made more complex and they 
improve. 

All children will benefit from using cards like these, whether they have speech delay or just want to improve their language 
skills and best of all – the children and adults all have fun! 

So while the boys may be slightly behind where they should be, learning through play and repetition is definitely a winner and 
I CAN offer some great, easy to use and understand resources to help with children’s communication skills. 

Highly recommended. 

As both boys are book mad I will be looking at purchasing I CAN’s Jake & Tizzy books that help with language development. 

For more information and resources visit www.ican.org.uk and get your children off to a great start with their great resources, 
help and support. 

Rating: 5/5 

RRP: £9.99 

Available to buy from I CAN here. 
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Ready Steady Talk! Review 

Ready Steady Talk! is an activity book filled with games to 
help encourage and develop children’s listening and talking 
skills! 

Trying to help children develop their speech and language in a fun and 
interesting way can be quite a challenge, especially with twins (who 
seem to have their own language at times) so I have been using toys like 
Mr Potato Head to encourage listening and interacting skills as well as 
imaginative play toys like wooden train sets (which both boys absolutely 
love) and I CAN, the children’s communication charity, sent me some 
resources, including the Ready Steady Talk! activity book, to use with the 
boys as they have some slight speech delay (which is apparently quite 
common among twins). 

I have watched the I CAN Chatter Matters DVD, which is a great resource 
for parents and carers and is very informative and gives lots of useful 

and practical advice. 

So my next stop was the Ready Steady Talk! book which is an Early Years activity book filled with games to help encourage and 
develop children’s listening and talking skills, all in a fun and educational way. It is a A4 sized paperback book and easy for little 
hands to hold. It also includes 8 pages of advice for parents and carers. 

So  for the past couple of weeks we have been trying activities from the book such as picture matching and sounds, colouring 
activities which are used for listening and understanding, singing nursery rhymes (the boys love their nursery rhymes and love 
singing along so I love how this encourages their talking), storytelling and lots more. The book gives instructions on how to 
play the games and how to use everyday items found around the house; so for example unpacking the shopping and getting 
the children to help and describe each item which helps them learn new words, expand their vocabulary and listening skills. 

So while all the activities are simple and there is no need to buy additional toys or books they are all something that can be 
done anywhere; walking to nursery, trip to the supermarket etc. Ready Steady Talk! encourages the children to interact and 
learn in a fun way all while having quality time with their family and carers and you can dip in and out the book and vary the 
games played and adapt them to suit your owns needs as the children’s language develops. 

The games and activities in Ready Steady Talk! help your child by developing five core skills: 

• Paying attention and listening 

• Understanding what is said 

• Learning new words 

• Making longer sentences 

• Talking socially 
 
So we are having lots of fun playing and learning in a very easy fashion, and at only £5.99 for this book it has already had lots 
of use and is definitely an invaluable resource, we are slowly but surely encouraging more talking, learning to listen better and 
building a better understanding of vocabulary and instructions. 

For more information and resources visit www.icancharity.org.uk and get your children off to a great start with their great 
resources, help and support. 

Rating: 5/5|RRP: £5.99 (paperback) | Available to buy from I CAN here. 
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Manage children’s screen time with Time Tokens Review 

Time Tokens are are an excellent way to manage children’s screen 
time. 

A couple of weeks ago I was sent some Time Tokens for review. I had never heard 
of them before and a Twitter post caught my attention. After looking at their 
website my immediate thought was “What a great idea and a great way for 
monitoring and managing screen time!” 

Time Tokens are a set of cards with different times in minute on them that are used to manage screen time; computer, tablet, 
mobile phone, television etc… and come in a wallet with an electronic countdown timer. 

Time Tokens were created by Amanda Bucknall, a mum of two, to stop temper tantrums with her son and manage his screen 
time without the arguments. 

In the large orange wallet are: 

1x clip-on orange stopwatch 
1x instruction card with promise contract 
19x Time Tokens cards totalling 7 hours; 4x 5 minutes, 4x 10 minutes, 4x 15 minutes, 4x 30 minutes,  3x 60 minutes 
1x Golden Ticket 
1x Introduction to the Frazzles 

The idea behind the Time Tokens is that every Friday the child is given an allowance of Time Tokens – there are 7 hours’ worth 
of tokens and you give them an amount you feel comfortable with. So for example if you were using just to manage television 
screen time and you only wanted them to worth 5 hours per week you would give them 5 hours  which they would them 
exchange for periods of time watching the television. 

To help manage this is a Promise Contract that details when the tokens will be used; Before school, After school, On the 
weekend and that when the timer beeps the television or other device will be switched off. If they stick to the contract they 
can trade in their Golden Ticket for a fun ‘ING! activity (this is an activity you all enjoy doING together as a family i.e. paintING, 
singING, bike ridING etc.). 

The Time Tokens are more suited to children aged between 5-10 years old (but I think up to age 12 would be reasonable) but 
for the past 10 days I have been using them with 3½ year old twins so have had to adapt their use slightly to suit their current 
needs and understanding. As they are too young to understand the Promise Contact I haven’t used that yet but as they get 
older and have a better understanding of its meaning then I will be. As for the use of the tokens for the past week just to ease 
them into using I have just been using them for a 30 minute period between getting ready for bed and actually going to bed 
for their bedtime story so started off by giving them 3 hours’ worth so that they get to watch an episode of their favourite 
television programme, Team Umizoomi, before bed. 

So how did it go? Well as it was a new concept to them and too young to fully understand the concept it didn’t work at all but 
by day 4 they are understanding that if they give me tokens (I have to tell them which number ones I want, so a 5 and 15), I 
start the programme and set the timer and once it buzzes (sounds like the oven timer) they now say television off and then 
get a book each ready to go to bed. So while they may not fully comprehend the idea of the tokens themselves they do 
understand that when the timer goes off so does the television. 

So after the first week or so of using (adapting use for their level of understanding) I would say they are a success so far.  This 
was always going to be an experiment as they are younger than the recommend age range but even though they haven’t been 
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used in their proper format they are working well as I can see that as they get 
older and have a better grasp of the concept they will be extremely useful and 
maybe introducing them to the idea at a younger age will make using them as 
they grow so much easier (fingers crossed) especially once they start using their 
LeapPad tablets more. 

So what do I think of the Time Tokens? Absolutely brilliant and something I think 
every parent should invest in. With a retail price of just £14.95 including postage 

that is a very small price to pay to manage the time children spend staring at screens, whether that is television, computers, 
tablets or phones and stop arguments before they start. You could even use them to manage time spent doing other activities. 

The Time Tokens are a simple idea that could have great benefits for parents, carers and children but I think could also be 
used in school settings to manage activities. Not only are they managing screen time but are teaching the children the concept 
of time and for older children could be adapted again to earn tokens in exchange for doing their homework or chores. 

I will continue to use them and adapt them to their full use as they get older. Brilliant and versatile. 

Highly recommended for any household that has children in it. 

Rating: 5/5 

RRP: from £15.95 

Available to buy from Time Tokens here. 
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We hope that some of the reviews featured in this guide will help you support your children’s education at home in a fun way. 

I believe learning through play with a parent or carer is an excellent way to learn, especially when it is supporting what is  

being taught at school. All these reviews can be found on my website. 

Education, whether for children or adults, is something that cannot be taken lightly and anything you can do to help you or 

your children to improve knowledge and get along in life is a must. I am in my forties and still love to learn new things and 

have learnt a lot from helping the kids learn. 

Thank you for reading. 

 

Please do visit my website www.davidsavage.co.uk for other reviews, articles and competitions. 

Disclosure: I was supplied with the products featured free of charge for the purpose of testing and writing an honest review. All 

thoughts and opinions are mine own. 
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